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The unofficial gameday newsletter of the Spectrum

Nevada refuses to send last year’s team to the Spectrum to further their poor
sport reputation.

The Hit List
#
1
2
4
5
10
11
12
13
14
15
22
23
42
44

Name
Robby Robinson
Jalen Harris
Desmond Cambridge
Nisre Zouzoua
Gabe Bansuelo
Kane Milling
Johncarlos Reyes
Khristion Courseault
Lindsey Drew
Zane Meeks
Jazz Johnson
Warren Washington
K. J. Hymes
Zachary Williams

Ht
6'8
6'5
6'4
6'3
6'1
6'4
6'10
6'2
6’4
6'9
5'10
7'0
6'10
6’7
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Pos
F
G
G
G
G
G
F
G
G
F
G
F
F
F

Yr
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.

In All Honesty: A game Preview
Yes, this team is completely different from last years. I wasn’t
kidding when I said the only returning player that saw time last year
is Jazz Johnson. But the transfers they received and the new
coaching staff are half decent. This will be a tough contest.
Especially since our boys seem to be in a bit of funk right now. Our
boys are pretty banged up and about 9 of them are fighting some
sort of mild injury. But all it takes is for us to shake off this funk
and whoop some Nevada butt. We need the game most importantly
to stop our skid. It’s a solid win over a good MW team, and it will
be difficult to beat them in Reno.

Mark your Calendars!!!
UP NEXT: AIR FORCE: Tuesday Jan 21 @9pm. This game was
looking to be a snooze fest. But they just handed us our worse loss
of the season so far. We might need the full force of the HURD for
this one. I think it was a fluke, but we need to show these Cadets
what its really like to play on the road. It will be a late-night party!

The Camp Out
Last year hundreds of students camped out for this game. Many
camped out two nights. Since the game was in late February it was
no surprise that the campers woke up to 2 inches of snow. It only
added to the hype-fuel when hundreds of students filed into the
Spectrum after having spent up to 48 hours waiting outside the
Spectrum. Our hats off to those die hards. There aren’t very many
fan bases with students willing to camp out in the snow for a game.

Anybody that was at the Nevada game last year might take a double take at their bench and wonder, is
this really Nevada? Well, yes, they are. Everybody on that bench is new except for their star player Jazz
Johnson. (Who won last year’s Mountain West Sixth Man Award). So where did their team and coaching
staff go? We have heard a couple of rumors but after doing our own detective work, we have reached our
own conclusion as to why they sent their JV team to Logan this year.
We believe that they are still ashamed of throwing a tissy fit in the locker room hallway after last year’s
game. If you are not au courant with this event, then check out the Back Page and watch the videos from
the QR codes. After seeing them completely lose their cool and then blame it on anyone and anything is
plenty a motive to not want to return here. So, rumor has it, the entire coaching staff and starting lineup
refused to return to Logan this year and will wait back home in Nevada and simply wait for the Aggies to
return to Reno to enact their Revenge. Maybe they fear that glancing at our poor fire extinguisher would
be enough to give them some PTSD?
Nevada keeps coming up with some BS explanation that all of last year’s players were 5th year seniors or
they took off for the NBA Draft. And that the coaching staff took off for greener pastures. But I think that
story was completely made up to save face. They just don’t want to admit it.

So what the heck happened last year?
Last year’s game against Nevada was one of the biggest games of the decade. #12
Nevada came to town with the chance of having to share a Mountain West regular
season title if they lost against the Aggies here in the Spectrum. And well, Nevada
lost and shared the Mountain West regular season title with us. One of the biggest
upsets in the Spectrum and paved the way for our first ever Mountain West Title.
But, despite the surreal game played between two NCAA Tournament teams, it
wasn’t without its controversy. We are going to dive into it here in Spectrum Magic.
So, buckle up, it’s a wild ride.

Storming the Court
Check the QR code for a video of it. Nevada tried to blame their little hissy fit on us
storming the court. After investigation of this incident it was concluded that the students
storming the court had nothing to do with it. But more so, words directed at the Nevada
staff during the hand shake line from one of our assistant coaches. Nevada coaches
decided to be poor sports and not shake hands with our coaching staff so one of our
assistants said something. Which I guess lead to Jordan Caroline completely losing his
collective s***?

Jordan Caroline punches the fire extinguisher glass
You just have to watch these videos. Some show him punching the extinguisher. Others
show the chaos in the hallways as the Nevada players tried to storm our locker room to start
a fight. Law Enforcement had to control the poor losers and send them back to their rooms
for a good old-fashioned time out. Of course, Nevada was ready to hold Jordan Caroline
and crew blameless. Somehow it was all our fault? Naw, he threw a temper tantrum after
the game. Which is understandable, emotions are running high and it was a huge loss. Just
please take accountability for your own actions and don’t blame others. Ok, Nevada?

Who the heck are these guys?? Apart from Jazz Johnson most of
these players either rode the bench or are transfers from other
schools. Digging up dirt was difficult. Seeing as even Nevada
hardly knows who these people are.

Baseless Tweets…..From the Coaches Wife?
While we are on the Topic
collective s***?
We are known as one of the loudest and craziest student I’m going to refrain from my personal opinions on
sections in the nation. We will keep up the energy and this lady. Let’s just say, you shouldn’t throw stuff
make the spectrum one of the hardest places to play. We like this out. Especially if it isn’t true. She is the
want teams to dread coming to the Spectrum. But there are wife of last year’s head coach. And she decided to
rules for heckling in the spectrum. People on the front row throw those lies out there. She deleted the first
tweet later. But the internet never forgets.
are reminded before EVERY GAME. But its good that
everyone is on board. 1. No cussing or Vulgar language.
2. No racist remarks 3. No Homophobic remarks

#14 Lindsey Drew– Missed all of last year with an Achilles Injury.
Which is why we never saw him with any playing time. But is the
longest staying player on the roster. Just another super senior in his
5th year.

Breaking those rules can get you bounced from the
spectrum by event services. I’m not telling you to be nice
to them, but there are a few things to just avoid. I would
rather us keep Mrs Mussleman a liar.

The Dirt

There are multiple ways to welcome them to Hell, but She then continued to refine her statement until
she admitted that only a single individual yelled
those are not some of them.
it. Never was n****** chanted at that game.
Spectrum Magic is an independent and satirical publication run and paid for by the students of Utah State University. For the sake of parody, satire, and laughter, the
writings in this newsletter may not be entirely factual, and in some cases blatantly untrue. This publication is not associated with or authorized by Intercollegiate
Athletics, Utah State University, the mountain west conference, or the NCAA. The thoughts expressed in this publication do not reflect those of the entities
aforementioned. All logos and trademarks in this newsletter are the property of their respective owner(s). If for any reason you are offended by what we write, please
lighten up and realize that it is ok to laugh at, heckle, and emotionally psych out our competition through the same creative means that have been used for years. If
lightening up is too much to ask, then please simply don’t read what we publish. Please send comments, complaints, suggestions to spectrummagicdiehards@gmail.com.
#42 KJ Hymes– Picked the Mountain West pre-season Freshman
of the Year. Let’s all pick on the Rookie.

